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2014 STATE OF THE CITY ADDRESS  
I.  Introduction  This city has never been more alive.  That is just a demonstrable and palpable fact.    We have reversed the “brain drain” where our young, most innovative, most intelligent and most marketable talent would leave our city looking for opportunity elsewhere.  Now, parents convey with great regularity that their adult children are moving back to Columbus with their new spouses, and that their adult children are choosing to stay in Columbus for educational and professional opportunities.    Our corporate citizens and cultural arts leaders tell us about the increased ease with which they can attract top professional talent to Columbus.    There is a buzz and vibrancy in the city that is unmistakable - it is the vibe of innovation, ingenuity and growth.  Appropriately, this energy is only enhanced by our growing cultural and demographic diversity.    Where other cities have struggled with the friction of diversity, we find ours is an asset of interest and sophistication.  Today we understand that our economic future and civic well-being is intertwined with our cultural diversity.    This is the mark of a successful city; and successful cities accomplish big things.  
II.  Accomplishments   Just this past year:  
1) Columbus, Georgia was named one of the Top 100 Best Places to Live in the United States.  
2) Our urban Whitewater course was named one of the Twelve Greatest Man-made Adventures 
on the Planet. 
 
3) We exceeded all projections by accommodating nearly 17,000 Whitewater rafting trips down 
the Chattahoochee River in 2013, and we are projecting some 25,000 rafting trips in 2014.   
4) We reduced our unemployment rate to 7.6%, by adding good-paying jobs, with NCR, Pratt 
Whitney, WellPoint, and Hostess, among others.  
5) We reclaimed our status as the 2nd largest city in the State of Georgia, and the 116th largest 
city in the United States.  
6) Our Parks and Recreation Department has gone from worse to first in being named 
Department of the Year by the Georgia Recreation and Parks Association.  And, 
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7) We made good on prior promises to the voters by opening our new City Services Center, 
Aquatic Center, Recycling and Sustainability Center, and the city’s first Dog Park at Oxbow 
Meadows in South Columbus. 
 
III.  Challenges and Solutions  We have accomplished all these things and more because we are a city that meets its challenges head on, finds workable solutions and grabs a hold of the opportunities that come our way.  We have to in order to be successful.  That is why it is so very important that we continue addressing cracks in our city foundation – structural inefficiencies spackled over - difficult decisions shelved for another day.  We must address them, because these are the cracks that could weaken our foothold for the future and limit our flexibility and resources.    Recently, we have been addressing our General Fund Budget challenges.  While it may have been expedient in the past to plan on a best-case scenario, this expedience has proven imprudent.  It is, indeed, much better to reasonably plan for the worse and strive to achieve the best.    Years of postponing difficult decisions on shared healthcare costs, overtime overruns, integrated waste fund costs, and the like have not served us well.  Our course, though, is not irreversible.  This circumstance is readily “fixable”.  The potential solutions are clear and the cost savings immediate and long-term.    We know the answers to our own questions of how to be a better city; and, this is why you see our Administration putting a fine point on our choices and our opportunities.  We are committed to not having lay-offs or service interruptions.  Those effects are not necessary, if we take the clear steps to get our financial house in order.    The Mayor’s recommended FY2015 budget will present a proposed solution to getting our house in order and laying a firmer foundation for the future.  The Mayor’s proposed FY2015 Budget will address our eight years of stagnant revenues and cost overruns. It will address long-time systemic deficits and begin to reverse the course of our dwindling General Fund Reserve.    And, in the end, our FY2015 budget will make Columbus stronger and better able to realize its bright future.    We know we can overcome our current budget challenges, because look at what we have already accomplished.  Not only have we accomplished those things previously itemized, but of the action items set forth in the 2012 State of the City Address, we have successfully reformed our Pension Plan, saving taxpayers $1.8 million in Fiscal Year 2014 and an estimated $25 million over 15 years.  Our Pension Reform also has ensured a generous retirement benefit for our hardworking employees.  This major reform was accomplished with the unanimous support of our City Council.    We also know we can overcome our current budget challenges, because we successfully solved issues identified in our 2013 State of the City Address.  We enacted Urban Service 
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District incentives to encourage investment in blighted areas; and we obtained the state’s permission to place the economic tool of Redevelopment Districts on the ballot for Muscogee County voters.  Both of these legislative initiatives were achieved with the unanimous support of City Council.   Other major accomplishments include the unanimous approval of City Council to restructure our CCG employee healthcare system by instituting the Health and Wellness Center.  In early analysis, the Health and Wellness Center appears to be saving the taxpayers and our employees some $186,000 a month in reduced deductibles, co-pays, drug costs, and other savings.    We also received Council’s approval for Worker’s Compensation Administration reform, which we expect to save taxpayers some $200,000 a year in administrative costs alone.    If you had stopped the legislative music at any point in the midst of these successful collaborations for positive change, the efforts would have failed, but through strong leadership, steady eyes on the horizon and a great collaborative partnership with our City Council, our city staff and our citizens, we reached in nearly every instance unanimous approval to move forward and adopt a better way.   This collaboration and support of our elected leadership is remarkable in the face of issues that divide and stymie other communities.  But, in Columbus, Georgia, we do big things.  For goodness sake we converted a dammed-up Mill river to the longest Urban Whitewater Course in the world!   In Columbus, Georgia, we conquer our challenges, we prepare for our future and we take advantage of our opportunities.    
IV.  Opportunities  Let’s run through a few of our most exciting opportunities.  
 
 A. Intercity High Speed Passenger Rail  This is the era of the mid-sized city.  Columbus, Georgia is in the “sweet spot” of liveability.  From Empty Nesters to GenXers to Millennials, all generations are longing for a city small enough to offer a community connection, with character enough to offer authenticity and cultural identity, but sophisticated enough to serve the demands and interests of those citizens who could choose to live anywhere.  Mid-sized cities with a population of roughly 200,000 – 500,000 tend to fit this bill nicely.  Columbus, Georgia fits that bill precisely.    And, so, the question becomes:  how do we not only make a superior quality of life for our current citizens, but how do we grow this Columbus, Georgia pie to become a major economic and cultural hub of the southeastern United States?    In 2011, we initiated the Mayor’s Commission on High Speed Passenger Rail.  I will tell you a not well-kept secret.  This Commission was not launched out of any grand vision I had that high speed rail would become a reality.  The truth is, we were concerned that there 
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were various High Speed Passenger Rail Studies being conducted - Atlanta to Charlotte, Atlanta to Louisville, Atlanta to Birmingham, Atlanta to Jacksonville.  And, in the midst of all that, concept discussions of intercity rail began – Atlanta to Macon, Atlanta to Savannah, Atlanta to Chattanooga, Atlanta to Athens.  Nowhere was there mention of intercity rail to Columbus.  As a student of history, and the newly elected Mayor of this great city, there was no way I was going to have another great lapse of progress on my watch akin to this city’s 1960s decision to forego connection to the nation’s interstate system.    We decided that we should convene a Commission to begin looking at the possibility of High Speed Intercity Passenger Rail from Atlanta to Columbus, Georgia and then on, perhaps, to Mobile, Alabama and Tallahassee, Florida.  Representative Calvin Smyre and local attorney Edward Hudson agreed to co-chair the Commission.    We conferenced in (via Skype) now Secretary of Transportation Anthony Foxx and Governor Pat McCrory of North Carolina to talk to us about Charlotte’s journey to an intercity rail system.  We found State grant money to fund a $360,000 feasibility study (thanks to private donors and to Sam Wellborn who sits on the Passenger Rail Commission and who is also a board member of the Georgia Department of Transportation).  Following a Request For Proposal process, the experienced transportation-consulting firm of HNTB out of Atlanta was engaged for a Tier I High Speed Passenger Rail Feasibility Study from the Columbus Airport to Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport.    Now, we know the following:  1) The primary proposed design of the Columbus to Atlanta rail line is to have an Express High Speed Electric Train, with top speeds of between 150–220 mph, up I-185 to I-85 along state owned right of way.    2) This Express train would require approximately 90 miles of rail and would reach Atlanta within 61 minutes with one stop in Newnan, Georgia.  3) The estimated cost of a one-way ticket on the Express line is expected be $41.42.  4)  The electric Express rail could be completed in 16 years, about the length of time it takes to have a large bridge built or a major road expansion completed from concept.    5)  The 2030 Express rail ridership, including the stop in Newnan, is estimated to be 1.1 million one-way trips.  6)  The revenues from ticket sales and other associated goods and services ($23.6 million) would exceed the cost of annual operations and maintenance of the line ($19.5 million) in its first year of operation, making the line profitable and capable of paying off any bonds needed for the rail construction.  
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7)  The 90-mile electric rail line would cost approximately $3.9 billion (assuming a generous contingency of 30%), which cost is in line with rail and other major transportation projects.  8) Its construction costs could be paid for from grant monies, federal and state transportation monies, state bond initiatives and innovative public-private partnership funding.   And,  9)  Express rail between Columbus and Atlanta is estimated to create a minimum of 11,000 jobs (or nearly 4 Kia plants).    True, this Tier I Feasibility Study is the first leg in a long journey of a potentially transformative resource for our city, but it is a step no other city in Georgia has taken.  Columbus, Georgia is now at the front of the line for intercity High Speed Passenger Rail, and if any city is prepared for a potential federal, state and/or private investment, it is us.    This study will be finalized in the near future, and an additional community input process will begin.  We are not talking about Amtrak here.  We are talking about the high-speed connection of economic resources in Columbus and Atlanta to include the connection of our University System, our hospital system, our air transportation system and our business community.  In essence, Columbus would be a bedroom community of Atlanta, (or Atlanta a bedroom community of Columbus!) with Columbus having the size, the charm, the character and the sophistication to make it more desirable to many.   B.  City Village  Columbus has a long history of being a manufacturing city.  With the recent expansions at Pratt Whitney, NCR and McCaully Propeller, we remain strong in the manufacturing industry sector.  However, there is a new industry of today and the future, and that is the Creative Industry.  These are the software designers, the techies, the innovators, the architects and artists that companies need to see the world in a new way.  More and more, companies within these industries are looking for mid-sized cities that offer a unique quality of life experience.  A recent example is the construction of Google’s southeastern campus in Nashville.  These economic generators can be headquartered anywhere thanks to today’s technology and the particularities of the Creative Industry.      We have to ask, is Columbus capable of attracting these types of high paying, highly desirable jobs that bring the best and the brightest to any community in which they light?  The answer is a qualified “yes”, but we certainly could be a location of choice for this new industry.    Again, we are a mid-sized city.  We have a unique quality of life asset with our Whitewater Course and our Uptown district.  We offer an authentic cultural experience – we do not suffer from the unappealing “Generica” syndrome that makes many communities a non-starter for these economic opportunities.  Columbus has a sophisticated environment, 
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including Fortune 500 companies, a strong cultural arts community and one of the largest military training bases in the world.   Incredibly, Columbus has roughly 30 city blocks of property (largely in the hands of government authorities), which sit on the riverbanks of the Chattahoochee.  The area is known on our 19th century city map as “City Village”.  It stretches from just north of the Total Systems campus to just south of Bibb City.  To the east, it is bordered by 2nd Avenue and to the west by breath taking views of our Chattahoochee River.  This development opportunity has been analysed to rave reviews by the U.S. Mayors’ Institute on City Design.  The opportunity has been referred to by Joe Riley (the long-serving Mayor of Charleston, South Carolina), as Columbus’ Central Park or its Boston Commons.  A group of community stakeholders has been convened, co-chaired by Phil Tomlinson of TSYS and Marquette McKnight of Bibb Village.  The group is administered by Historic Columbus.  The stakeholders’ group includes churches, organizations, property owners, and members of the creative industry.  Their objective is to create a vision for the village that encourages mixed use, mixed income development and attracts participants in the creative industry.  Their objective also includes a vision for the redevelopment of the 2nd Avenue corridor – a gateway into Columbus.    This group has only just convened, but this time next year we expect them to be concluding a planning study of precisely how we should proceed to take full advantage of this once in a century opportunity for redeveloping an in-town community.     C. South Columbus Redevelopment  Probably the greatest potential we have in this city lies in South Columbus.  This area for too long suffered from disinvestment because like every other urbanized city in the country, the planners and the leaders of the day knew no different.  Sometimes a renaissance or renewal is too long in coming, but it does arrive, and when it does, it will be right on time.  That’s not to say that there hasn’t been significant progress made toward the renaissance.    In fact, you can see the areas of renewal appearing on a canvass like a paint-by-numbers image where you add the paint colors one at a time to a numbered canvas, being able to discern the form or image only near the completion of the painting.  Here, we already have painted in the green of the National Infantry Museum, the military graduations and events that take place there, and the new hotel adjacent to the Museum.  We have painted in the blues of the Oxbow Meadow development with a new Dog Park, a Pavilion and the Westville Living Museum soon to come.  We have painted in the yellows of removed blight to include the elimination of The Hole on Wade Street, the Majestic Sports Bar, and the Woodside apartments on Victory Drive.  We have painted in the orange of the 500 residential units at Arbor Pointe, with its superior mixed income housing and amenities.  Soon to come we will have additional colors to add to the canvas due to the investments of the South Lumpkin Road streetscape project and the South Lumpkin Road rails to trails project.   
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 In any community in the world, the most valuable land resource lies adjacent to a body of water.  Columbus, Georgia is no different.   South Columbus is bordered by the Chattahoochee River and the Region’s largest employer, Ft. Benning.  That, when coupled with affordable land costs and federal, state and local investment incentives, makes for a powerful pack of potential that we are nurturing, growing and harvesting every day.      D.  Ten Year Plan to End Homelessness  Around the country the most forward thinking cities are adopting a “Housing First” strategy to address and eventually end homelessness as we know it.  In Columbus we have approximately 1,500 people experiencing homelessness.  Yet, some 90% of our homeless could sustain long-term housing if one or more factors contributing to their homeless condition were removed.   So, in 2011 we adopted a Ten Year Plan to End Homelessness, which Plan seeks to put “Housing First” by finding sustainable, long-term housing options for our homeless.  Under our city’s Plan, by 2021, we will see homelessness in Columbus, Georgia as Atypical, Temporary, and Non-Recurring.  At that point, we can shift our resources toward preventing homelessness and rapidly responding to instances of homelessness.    Our progress toward the Ten Year Plan goal has thus far been remarkable:    
 We have created an organization called Home for Good to implement the Ten Year Plan, together with other community partners.   
 Our Housing Authority has received the much sought after HUD “Moving to Work” designation, which allows for 180 units and vouchers to sustainably house the homeless.  
 Home for Good has received a $1.5 million commitment for gap financing for the construction of these housing units.  And, 
 We convened the Mayor’s Opportunity Center Task Force to design the One Stop Shop called for by the Plan, which shop will marshal efficiently resources available to the Homeless.    This Opportunity Center is NOT a shelter, but a Case Management facility where homeless clients are compassionately triaged and assigned to the services they need in order to sustain their own, long-term housing.  We have seen an unprecedented collaboration among the city, homeless service providers and faith-based organizations, while seeking to achieve this Opportunity Resource Center.    The model being formed by the Opportunity Resource Center Task Force is one that puts “Housing First”.  That concept has been successful in places like Salt Lake City and Houston.  In 2014, you will see our Task Force propose an Opportunity Resource Center and come one step closer to fulfilling our Ten Year Plan to End Homelessness as we know it in Columbus, Georgia. 
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V.  Conclusion 
 To re-cap:  We are a city that has turned a mill river into one of the twelve greatest man-made adventures on the planet.  We are a city that unanimously enacted broad scale pension reform, while that reform has eluded and then bankrupted other cities.  We are a city whose primary challenge is to correct fiscal issues we know the answers to, but must find the courage and consensus to enact.  We are a city that sits in the “sweet spot” of a new era of growth.    And, we are a city that is on the threshold of having High Speed Passenger Rail to Atlanta, redeveloping our Riverfront in the City Village, seeing a renaissance in South Columbus and ending homelessness as we know it.  Yes, indeed, Columbus, Georgia does do big things; and, it is my honor and privilege to serve this great city as its 69th mayor.  I can say firmly and proudly that we have only just begun, that our city has never been more alive and that our best days lie ahead of us.  What a great time to live in Columbus, Georgia.   The State of Our City is Strong. 


